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Our translations are reviewed by
multiple professional translators
in order to ensure the utmost
quality—because when precision
is key, one set of eyes is not
enough.

spantrans, LLC

Just as a single air bubble in a
syringe can have fatal
consequences, a single error in a
medical translation can have
disastrous results. With
spantrans, there’s no need to
worry—your translation is in
good hands.

5059 W. Donges Ct.
Brown Deer, WI 53223

When precision is key

Clear, precise, and
natural medical
translations

No matter how complex,
spantrans can handle your
Spanish and Catalan medical
documents. See the list below for a
sampling of the types of
documents we have experience
translating into English.
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We’ve got you covered

Put us to the test —
request a free quote today!
We will discuss your needs and
expectations in order to produce a
high-quality product tailored to your
specifications.

Past projects include:
•medical records
•test results
•journal articles
•clinical trial documentation
•informed consent forms
•drug specification sheets
•handwritten doctor’s notes,
•nutritional guidelines,
•patient surveys/questionnaires

Web: www.spantrans.com
Email: daniel@spantrans.com
Phone: +1 (414) 671-9519

Language Pairs Translated
Spanish

English (US)

Catalan

English (US)

Daniel Greuel is the founder and

lead translator at spantrans. With a
B.I.S. in Translation and Interpreting
(Health Care specialization), Sociology,
and Global Studies from the University
of Minnesota-Twin Cities, and as a
candidate for an M.A. in Foreign
Languages and Literature (Spanish to
English Translation) from the University
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Daniel
knows what it takes to produce
medical translations that are clear,
precise, and natural, conveying the
meaning of the original text using the
appropriate medical terminology and
suitable style. He is a native speaker of
U.S. English with experience living
abroad in Central America and
Catalonia (Spain), and over two years
of experience translating medical and
social science documents.

